Project Veritas Exposes VoteRigging Scheme Tied to Somali
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar
Conservative watch-dog group Project Veritas investigated
ballot harvesting within the Somali community in Minnesota and
was advised that a large extended family clan, including
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar’s family, are elected into office
through voter fraud.
Liban Mohamed, the brother of a Minneapolis City Council,
incriminated himself by saying he had 300 absentee ballots for
his brother in his car. Minnesota law allows only three
ballots to be harvested, not 300. Whistleblower Jamal said
that Liban Mohamed is one of hundreds of ballot harvesters who
work for Congresswoman Ilhan Omar to obtain blank ballots,
especially from the elderly. An unidentified female former
political worker said that Ali Isse Gainey, a staff member for
Ilhan Omar, provided cash for votes and that Ilhan’s office
tracks Somali ballots with voters’ social security numbers.
She said that many of the people who apply for the absentee
ballots are from out of state and truck drivers get temporary
addresses to vote.

Robert Kiyosaki: Last Call
for Reality – Dreamers Will
Not Do Well
Robert Kiyosaki, Author of Rich Dad, Poor Dad and contrarian
investor with a bent for real estate and gold, previews his
upcoming presentation at Red Pill Expo on Jekyll Island,
Georgia, October 10-11. His message is what one might call
‘tough love for humanity’. The next twelve months may be your
last chance to take the red pill for understanding what is
really happening to the economy, why it is happening, and what
you absolutely must do if you hope to survive the biggest
crash-and-reset in the history of mankind.
For information about
Island, click here
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The Titanic Never Sank – The
Greatest
Marine-Insurance
Fraud in History
Patrea Patrick, filmmaker and author of Ten Days at Jekyll
Island and Titanic, A Perfect Crime, previews her upcoming
presentation at Red Pill Expo on Jekyll Island, Georgia,
October 10-11. Everyone knows Titanic Sank. Right? Well, maybe
not. A ship sank that looked like the Titanic and had the
Titanic name on its bow, but shipyard records verify from the
ID number on the propeller of the sunken vessel that it really
was the Olympic, the Titanic’s sister ship. The Olympic had
been involved in two collisions that damaged her keel so badly
she was no longer seaworthy, could not be fixed, and was
uninsurable. This meant she would have to be scrapped at a
terrible financial loss to its owner, J.P. Morgan. The
solution was simple: switch names on the hull, tell everyone
they were sailing on the Titanic, and put in motion a string
of events that would cause her to sink, supposedly by striking
an iceberg. Thus, the insurance on the Titanic would cover the
loss of the Olympic, and no one would be the wiser except a
few insiders who were well rewarded for their silence.
For information about
Island, click here.
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